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Recent work has demonstrated a low-temperature route to fabricating mixed ionic/electronic conducting

(MIEC) thin films with enhanced oxygen exchange kinetics by crystallizing amorphous-grown thin films

under mild temperatures, eluding conditions for deleterious A-site cation surface segregation. Yet, the

complex, multiscale chemical and structural changes during MIEC crystallization and their implications

for the electrical properties remain relatively unexplored. In this work, micro-structural and atomic-scale

structural and chemical changes in crystallizing SrTi0.65Fe0.35O3�d thin films on insulating (0001)-oriented

Al2O3 substrates are observed and correlated to changes in the in-plane electrical conductivity,

measured in situ by ac impedance spectroscopy. Synchrotron X-ray absorption spectroscopy at the Fe

and Ti K-edges gives direct evidence of oxidation occurring with the onset of crystallization and insight

into the atomic-scale structural changes driven by the chemical changes. The observed oxidation,

increase in B-site polyhedra symmetry, and alignment of neighboring B-site cation coordination units

demonstrate increases in both hole concentration and mobility, thus underpinning the measured

increase of in-plane conductivity by over two orders of magnitude during crystallization. High resolution

transmission electron microscopy and spectroscopy of films at various degrees of crystallinity reveal

compositional uniformity with extensive nano-porosity in the crystallized films, consistent with solid

phase contraction expected from both oxidation and crystallization. We suggest that this chemo-

mechanically driven dynamic nano-structuring is an additional contributor to the observed electrical

behavior. By the point that the films become �60% crystalline (according to X-ray diffraction), the

conductivity reaches the value of dense, fully crystalline films. Given the resulting high electronic

conductivity, this low-temperature processing route leading to semi-crystalline hierarchical films exhibits

promise for developing high performance MIECs for low-to-intermediate temperature applications.
1. Introduction

Non-crystalline materials have demonstrated distinct advan-
tages in processability, stability, and tunability1–3 for use in
a wide range of applications like high-k dielectrics,4,5 resistive
switching devices,6,7 and all-solid-state battery electrolytes.3,8–12

Yet, the effects of amorphization and crystallization have only
been studied in a few mixed ionic and electronic conductors
(MIECs). One such composition, SrTi0.65Fe0.35O3�d (STF35), is
an ideal model mixed conductor for the study of amorphous-to-
ngineering, University of Illinois at

bana, IL 61801, USA. E-mail: nhperry@

of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 104 S.

rch Center at the Advanced Photon Source

f Chemistry 2022
crystalline behavior and is of practical interest in its crystalline
form for high temperature applications, such as gas sensors,
gas separation membranes, and electrodes for fuel and elec-
trolysis cells. In these high-temperature conditions, the oxygen
content13 and corresponding electrical behavior14 have been
well characterized in bulk ceramics. Under mildly oxidizing
conditions, as used in the present work, an increase in oxygen
content is balanced by an increase in hole concentration to
satisfy the electroneutrality condition.

The potential benets of harnessing the amorphous-to-
crystalline transition are two-fold. First, it offers a low-
thermal-budget processing route. While traditional, high
temperature processing of MIEC perovskites has been shown to
lead to signicant surface segregation of Sr or other large A-site
cations,15–17 we showed in previous work that low temperature
processing suppresses the Sr segregation and mitigates its
detrimental effects on the surface oxygen exchange kinetics.18
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 2421–2433 | 2421
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The low-temperature processing is also intrinsically less energy
intensive and allows for the use of more thermally sensitive or
exible substrates. More fundamentally, the crystallization
behavior of this class of materials has not been as well explored
as in some other classes, underlining the importance of
understanding how and why crystallinity impacts the properties
of MIEC materials. Exploring this low-temperature behavior
may extend application of STF35 and other MIECs to wider
classes of devices or open up new device possibilities. For
example, STF was recently explored as an oxygen evolution
catalyst in alkaline media.19

The impact of crystallinity on the oxygen surface exchange
kinetics of MIECs has been explored in La0.6Sr0.4CoO3�d

(LSC),20–22 SrTi0.65Co0.35O3�d (STC35),23 Sr2Ti0.65Fe0.35O4�d (RP-
STF35),23 and SrTi0.65Fe0.35O3�d (STF35).18,23,24 For all four
compositions, the degree of crystallinity was reduced by
lowering the deposition temperature and resulted in enhanced
surface exchange coefficients, kchem or k*, in the poorly crys-
talline vs. fully crystalline lms. X-ray amorphous LSC was
grown at temperatures below 470 �C,20–22 and nano-porosity in
as-deposited lms could be introduced through high oxygen
partial pressures22 during deposition. Though operation at
higher temperatures likely resulted in nanocrystalline (rather
than amorphous) LSC lms, an increased oxygen diffusion
coefficient,21 D*, and improved (lower) polarization resistance20

when operating as a fuel cell cathode were also observed. With
a semi-crystalline and nano-porous LSC cathode in a micro
solid oxide fuel cell, power densities as high as 260 mW cm�2 at
temperatures as low as 425 �C were achieved.22 For STF35, RP-
STF35, and STC35, room-temperature deposition (amorphous)
followed by brief mild-temperature annealing (just crystallized)
led to kchem values much higher than traditional high-
temperature fully crystalline-grown lms, whereas amorphous
lms did not exhibit measurable oxygen exchange ability. Two
notable structural/chemical features accompanied the high
kchem values: (1) STF35, STC35, and RP-STF35 semi-crystalline
lms contained nano-scale open porosity, a microstructure
signicantly differing from the dense, columnar grains
observed in crystalline-grown thin lms on the same lattice-
mismatched substrates.18,23 (2) The amorphous-grown STF35,
STC35, and RP-STF35 thin lms were also suspected to be more
reduced than their crystalline-grown counterparts based on
their color, with semi-crystalline lms somewhat intermediate.
For STF35 it has been shown directly that optical absorption
changes at key wavelengths are linearly proportional to oxygen
and hole concentrations, and that transmitted light intensity
through the lms decreased dramatically at the crystallization
point.25 While these observations lend more evidence support-
ing the promise of semi-crystalline MIECs in low-to-
intermediate temperature applications, a number of open
questions remain. Specically, the reasons for the enhanced k
values and development of the hierarchical nanostructures have
not been fully explored. We hypothesized that oxidation
accompanies crystallization in these MIECs, which would have
important implications for (a) formation of the hierarchical
microstructure, where contractive strain arising from both
crystallization and oxidation would drive its evolution, and (b)
2422 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 2421–2433
evolving point defect chemistry and associated functional
properties (surface exchange coefficient, oxygen diffusivity,
electronic conductivity).

Therefore, in this work, both micro-structural and atomic-
scale structural and chemical changes in crystallizing STF35
thin lms on insulating (0001)-oriented Al2O3 substrates were
observed and correlated to changes in the in-plane electrical
conductivity, measured in situ by ac impedance spectroscopy.
Based on sequential synchrotron X-ray absorption spectroscopy
of the Fe K-edge, we nd evidence for oxidation during crys-
tallization, accompanied by increases in symmetry of individual
B-site cation coordination units and alignment of neighboring
B-site polyhedra. These local changes indicate both increasing
hole concentration and hole mobility during crystallization,
and they help to explain the orders-of-magnitude increase in
isothermal conductivity. High resolution transmission electron
microscopy at various stages of crystallization demonstrates
appearance of nanoscale crystallites and pores, where the high
pore volume fraction is consistent with solid-phase contraction
attributed to both crystallization and oxidation. We suggest that
this chemo-mechanically driven nano-structural evolution is an
additional contributor to the observed electrical behavior. By
the point that the lms become �60% crystalline (according to
X-ray diffraction), the conductivity reaches the value of dense,
fully crystalline lms. High resolution spectroscopy suggests
the lms retain compositional uniformity with no evidence for
Sr segregation at pore surfaces. These results further suggest
promise for use of semi-crystalline mixed conductors and
provide some insight into the previous observations of dramatic
increases in surface exchange coefficients during
crystallization.
2. Experimental methods
2.1 Thin lm fabrication

Amorphous SrTi0.65Fe0.35O3�d (STF35) thin lms, 200 nm thick,
were deposited on single crystalline Al2O3 substrates (MTI Corp,
(0001) orientation) via room-temperature pulsed laser deposi-
tion (PLD) using a 248 nm KrF excimer laser (Lambda Physick,
LPX 210) operating at 5 Hz. The energy of the laser was�350mJ,
measured outside the chamber, and the oxygen pressure was set
to 35 mTorr. The growth rate was calibrated using X-ray reec-
tivity. While the lms were each grown separately, the deposi-
tions were performed close together in time to ensure
consistent initial amorphous structures. The PLD target was
prepared via solid state synthesis, using conditions described
previously.26
2.2 Structural characterization

For structural characterization, amorphous STF35 thin lms
were inserted individually into a pre-heated furnace for rapid
heating with a controlled gas atmosphere (�0.2 atm O2, 0.8 atm
Ar) using high purity gases and a 100 sccm rotameter-controlled
ow rate. Each sample was annealed once for a time in the
range of 0 min to 48 h during a 400 �C isothermal hold and
quenched. The degree of crystallinity of each annealed lm was
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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evaluated using X-ray diffraction (Bruker, D8 Advance) with
Bragg–Brentano geometry and Cu Ka radiation. Each
measurement, including a blank substrate, was aligned to the
sapphire (0001) peak, and the proles were t with a Pseudo-
Voigt function with split peak shape and width asymmetry
corrections in the Highscore Plus soware (Malvern Panalytical)
to obtain an overall prole t and background intensity t. To
account for variations in initial X-ray intensity between
measurements, each XRD pattern was scaled to align the
background intensity at the sapphire peak position (�41.7� 2q)
to that of the blank substrate. The substrate contribution was
then subtracted to isolate the signal from the annealed lms.
The total area and background area were calculated using a le
Riemann sum from the t proles, and the volume fraction
crystalline was calculated by dividing the peak area by the total
area. This degree of crystallinity (DOC) method does not require
any external/internal standards or calibration samples and is
described in full in Riello27 and references therein.

A�10 nm surface of Au/Pd (Emitech) was deposited onto the
surface of the annealed lms (5 min, 20 min, 23 h) to prevent
charge build up, and cross sections were prepared for (scan-
ning) transmission electron microscopy (S/TEM) and energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) using a li-out technique
with a dual-beam focused ion beam/scanning electron micro-
scope (Scios2 SEM/FIB, Thermo) aer depositing an additional
�2 mm Pt surface protection layer. The cross sections were
prepared and thinned at 30 kV, and further thinning was
carried out at 5 kV and then 2 kV to reduce beam damage to the
lamellae. The microstructure and crystallinity were analyzed
using a JEM-2100 TEM (JEOL Ltd., Japan) operating at 200 kV
with a lattice resolution of 0.28 nm. Additional microstructure
analysis and EDS measurements were carried out using a Cs-
corrected Themis Z S/TEM (Thermo Fisher Scientic, USA)
operating at 300 kV using a high angle annular dark eld
(HAADF) detector and 4-crystal EDS detection system (FEI
Super-X). The ImageJ program was used to quantify crystallite
and pore size distributions. Individual crystallites were manu-
ally identied by the presence of lattice fringes and outlined in
the bright eld micrographs. Due to the irregularity in the
crystallite shape, the size of each crystallite was determined by
Feret's diameter, the longest distance between any two points
along the outline of the feature. The shape of the crystallites is
described by the circularity, c. The circularity is dened by:

c ¼ 4pA

P2
; (1)

where A is the area of the feature, and P is the perimeter. In this
way, the value of 1.0 indicates a perfect circle and values <1
indicate an elongated shape. The pore size and shape were
determined in the same manner as the crystallites.

The degree of oxidation and local cation environment were
investigated using the X-ray absorption near edge structure
(XANES) technique. The XANES measurements were carried out
at the 5-BM-D beamline at The Advanced Photon Source
(Argonne,IL). The beamline uses a Si(111) double crystal mono-
chromator for energy selection. The incident X-ray intensity was
monitored using an ionization chamber (FMB Oxford) and
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
detuned to 60% of the maximum intensity for harmonic rejec-
tion. The Ti and Fe K-edge XANES spectra were collected for each
sample in uorescence mode using the 4-element Si-dri solid
state detector (Hitachi, USA). The uorescence signals are pro-
cessed by the xMAP electronic system (XIA LLC). The edge ener-
gies were calibrated against those measured on metal Ti and Fe
foils. The XANES data were processed using the Athena so-
ware.28 The Fe K-edge position was determined by the point on
the edge which has a height equal to half of the edge step. The Fe-
oxidation states of the lms were determined through interpo-
lating and extrapolating from the Fe K-edge position of three
reference iron oxide compounds with known oxidation state: FeO
(Fe2+), Fe3O4 (Fe2+/3+), and Fe2O3 (Fe3+). The XANES spectra of
these reference compounds were measured in transmission
mode using an identical ionization chamber to collect the
transmitted intensities. The gas compositions in the rst and
second ion chamber detectors are 600 He/100 N2 (Torr) and 1150
He/250 N2 (Torr), respectively. The oxidation state of the refer-
ences was plotted as a function of edge position and was t with
a linear trend line. Since FeO2 (Fe

4+) is not stable in air, the linear
trend was extrapolated and the iron oxidation state of the
annealed STF35 samples was calculated from the linear t. The
peak area and position of pre-edge feature in both the Ti and Fe
K-edges were used to gain qualitative insight into the average Ti
and Fe coordination environments and were t using the Origin
Pro peak analysis soware.
2.3 Electrical characterization

To measure the conductivity of crystallizing STF35 thin lms
along a 400 �C isothermal hold, two Pt strip current collectors
were deposited on the surface of the amorphous STF35 lms via
DC magnetron sputtering (AJA International, Inc., ATC Orion 8)
at a DC power of 50 W under 3 mTorr of Ar. Pt wires were
attached to the current collectors with silver paste (SPI
Supplies). A furnace with a controlled gas atmosphere (�0.2 atm
O2, 0.8 atm Ar) using high purity gases and a 100 sccm
rotameter-controlled ow rate was preheated to 400 �C and the
sample was inserted into the center of the furnace using
a custom-made sample holder. Since ac electrical character-
ization was performed, the wires were shielded by surrounding
alumina tubes coated in platinum paint, and the temperature
was monitored with a thermocouple positioned adjacent to the
sample. The in-plane conductivity was determined from ac
impedance spectroscopy measurements (Solartron Analytical,
ECS Modulab with femtoammeter) across the Pt current
collectors. For all samples, an amplitude of 0.3 V and
a frequency range of 1 MHz to 10 Hz with zero DC bias was
employed. The impedance spectra were tted with the ECS
Modulab soware using a resistor and constant phase element
in parallel as the equivalent circuit, and the conductivity was
calculated from the measured resistance and sample geometry.
The impedance spectra were also analyzed with a “distribution
of relaxation times” (DRT) approach using the DRTtools so-
ware.29 The peak positions and intensities of the extracted
spectra were analyzed in the Origin Pro peak analysis soware
using the second derivative approach to nd hidden peaks.
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 2421–2433 | 2423
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Fig. 1 Background-subtracted X-ray diffraction patterns for amorphous-grown STF35 thin films annealed for a series of times along a 400 �C
isothermal hold in �0.2 atm UHP O2 and �0.8 atm UHP Ar. Substrate peaks are marked with an S. Peak positions for STF50 are marked with
vertical bars for reference (PDF#97-018-4374).
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3. Results

Amorphous-grown STF35 thin lms were annealed for a series
of times (from 5 min to 48 h) along a 400 �C isothermal hold to
obtain lms with varying degrees of crystallinity. Fig. 1 shows
the XRD patterns of each sample aer background subtraction.
The peak positions for STF50 (PDF#97-018-4374) are shown as
Fig. 2 Bright-field TEM images of an amorphous-grown STF35 thin film a
at low (a) and high (b) magnification and an FFT (b, inset) of the region o

Fig. 3 Bright-field TEM images of an amorphous-grown STF35 thin film a
at low (a) and high (b) magnification and an FFT (b, inset) of the region o

2424 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 2421–2433
vertical bars and show the expected slight peak shi for the
difference in Fe concentration. No impurity phases are detec-
ted. Aer annealing for 5 minutes, there is a distinct amorphous
hump (centered at 29�) and no lm diffraction peaks, indicating
the lm is X-ray amorphous. As the annealing time increases,
the lms can be seen to have multiple orientations by the
presence of multiple lm diffraction peaks, the intensity of the
nnealed at 400 �C in�0.2 atm UHP O2 and�0.8 atm UHP Ar for 5 min
utlined by the red box.

nnealed at 400 �C in�0.2 atmUHPO2 and�0.8 atmUHP Ar for 20min
utlined by the red box.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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Fig. 4 Bright-field TEM images of an amorphous-grown STF35 thin film annealed at 400 �C in�0.2 atm UHPO2 and�0.8 atmUHP Ar for 23 h at
low (a) and high (b) magnification and an FFT (b, inset) of the region outlined by the red box.
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amorphous hump disappears, and the intensity of the lm
peaks increases, indicating an increase in crystallinity without
a preferred orientation (Fig. 1b). Additionally, there is a peak
shi of the most intense (110) reection as the annealing time
increases, indicating an initial expansion and subsequent
contraction of the out-of-plane lattice parameter.

To explore the change in nano- and micro-structure of the
lms, cross sections for STF35 thin lms were studied by
Fig. 5 HAADF STEM image of an amorphous-grown STF35 thin film anne
the EDSmapping region (outlined in red (a)), and line scan path (b), and the
(c).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy (STEM). Bright-eld TEM images
of STF35 thin lms grown amorphous and then annealed are
shown for 5 minutes (Fig. 2), 20 minutes (Fig. 3), and 23 hours
(Fig. 4) of annealing at 400 �C at different magnications. Fast
Fourier transforms (FFTs) from a region in each lm are shown
in the insets. Fig. 2 shows that the 5 minute annealed sample is
dense and pore-free with uniform mass-thickness contrast at
aled at 400 �C in�0.2 atm UHPO2 and�0.8 atmUHP Ar for 20min (a),
HAADF intensity and Sr, Ti, Fe, andO intensities from the EDS line scan

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 2421–2433 | 2425
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Fig. 6 Plot of normalized XANES spectra of annealed, amorphous-grown STF35 thin films at the Fe (a and b) and Ti (c and d) K-edges. Two pre-
edge features are labeled with A and B at the Fe K-edge (c) and with 1 and 2 at the Ti K-edge (d). Legend indicates annealing times at 400 �C in
�0.2 atm UHP O2 and �0.8 atm UHP Ar.

2426 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 2421–2433 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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Fig. 7 Plot of integrated peak area (closed symbols) and position
(open symbols) of pre-edge peaks A at the Fe K-edge (a) and 1 at the Ti
K-edge (b) as a function of annealing time at 400 �C in �0.2 atm UHP
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lower magnication (Fig. 2a), but at higher magnication
(Fig. 2b) there is a random distribution of bright and dark spots,
characteristic of atomic-scale disorder. Additionally, the
absence of bright spots and presence of an amorphous ring in
the FFT (Fig. 2, inset) indicates the lm is non-crystalline and
likely of amorphous nature, in agreement with the XRD results
(Fig. 1).

The 20 min annealed sample was characterized using
HAADF STEM imaging, EDS mapping, and bright-eld TEM
imaging. HAADF STEM images of the 20 minute annealed lm
(Fig. 5) reveal a number of small, regularly distributed, and
irregularly shaped dark features. EDS mapping was carried out
in the region displayed in Fig. 5b. All peaks in the EDS spectrum
were identied, with additional Cu and Ga peaks originating
from the TEM grid and FIB preparation, respectively. A line
scan, shown in Fig. 5c, was extracted along the red, dashed line
in Fig. 5b. As the line scan advances across the dark features,
the HAADF intensity (black) decreases, as expected. In the same
regions, the Sr, Ti, Fe, and O intensities also decrease while
maintaining similar proportions. This result conrms that
these features are nano-sized pores, though some do not extend
through the entire thickness of the TEM lamella, which
accounts for the range in contrast observed. The EDS line scans
also demonstrate compositional uniformity in the solid phase

of the lm
�

Sr
½Tiþ Fe� ¼ 0:51� 0:03;

Ti
½Tiþ Fe� ¼ 0:69� 0:03;

Fe
½Tiþ Fe� ¼ 0:31� 0:03

�
, as veried by spatially-resolved

quantitative elemental ratios (not shown). No evidence of
enhanced Sr concentrations near pore surfaces was observed.
Bright-eld TEM images from the 20 minute annealed lm are
shown in Fig. 3. Surrounded by an amorphous matrix, small
crystallites with multiple crystallographic and spatial orienta-
tions are observed near the pores. Large, darker regions are also
observed each with distinct lattice fringes of a single orienta-
tion. The average size of the small crystallites, described by
Feret's diameter, is 11 � 4 nm (N ¼ 33), while the dark crys-
tallites are signicantly larger with an average size of 96 �
36 nm (N ¼ 12), illustrating the wide range of crystallite sizes in
the annealed lm. Additionally, the large crystallites tend to be
more regularly shaped than the small crystallites with an
average circularity of 0.72 � 0.09 compared to 0.36 � 0.30 of the
small crystallites. However, the circularity of the small crystal-
lites may be underestimated because the outline of the lattice
fringes is more difficult to identify due to the wide range in
contrast in the bright-eld images. The average size and circu-
larity of the pores are 13 � 7 nm and 0.68 � 0.21 (N ¼ 139),
respectively. Though, the average size of both crystallites and
pores may be overestimated due to a bias toward larger features
when manually identifying features. The FFT (Fig. 3b, inset)
shows diffraction spots as well as an amorphous ring, con-
rming the semi-crystalline state.

In the bright-eld TEM images shown in Fig. 4, the 23 h
annealed sample appears quite similar to the 20 minute sample
but has a couple of distinct changes. First, the dark, highly
crystalline regions have now grown and extend from the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
substrate to the surface of the lm, reected in an increase of
the average large crystallite size to 110 � 40 nm (N ¼ 18).
Additionally, the pores have begun to connect, forming chains,
thus increasing the average size to 37 � 18 nm and decreasing
the circularity to 0.31 � 0.12 (N ¼ 185).

In order to elucidate the effect of crystallization on the local
ion environment, X-ray absorption spectroscopy was used to
monitor changes in the cation oxidation states and coordina-
tion environments. Fig. 6 shows the Fe K-edge (a and b) and Ti
K-edge (c and d) XANES spectra of amorphous-grown STF35
thin lms annealed for a series of times (from 0 min to 48 h)
along the 400 �C isothermal hold. The edge crest is centered
near 7130 eV at the Fe K-edge and near 4980 eV at the Ti K-edge.
The shape of the edge crests changes from quite broad to sharp
aer 10 minutes of annealing. Since the edge crest is highly
sensitive to the regularity, or periodicity, of the metal–oxygen
sublattice,30 this sharpening of the edge crest indicates the
onset of long-range crystallographic order for both B-site
cations, in agreement with the XRD results. Qualitative obser-
vations about the local cation environment can be made from
changes in position and intensity of pre-edge features at both Fe
and Ti K-edges. The Fe K-edge (Fig. 6b) exhibits two main pre-
edge structures, labeled A and B, centered near 7114 eV and
7123 eV, respectively. Similarly, the Ti K-edge (Fig. 6d) displays
two main pre-edge features, labeled 1 and 2, centered near
O2 and �0.8 atm UHP Ar.

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 2421–2433 | 2427
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Fig. 8 The linear trend between oxidation state and edge energy for
FeO (Fe2+), Fe3O4 (Fe2+/3+), and Fe2O3 (Fe3+) was interpolated/
extrapolated to calculate the oxidation state of each annealed STF35
sample from the edge position (a). The calculated oxidation state for
each STF35 sample is plotted as a function of annealing time at 400 �C
in �0.2 atm UHP O2 and �0.8 atm UHP Ar (b).
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4970 eV and 4976 eV. Features A and 1 are attributed to quad-
rupolar (1s/ 3d) transitions31–36 and features B and 2 to dipolar
transitions.30,33,37,38 The intensity of the quadrupolar transition,
reected in the area of peaks A/1, is mainly inuenced by the
symmetry of individual B-site coordination units. Conversely
the dipolar contribution in transition metal oxides arises from
the transition of Fe or Ti 1s electrons into the molecular orbital
of neighboring polyhedra, meaning the transition is facilitated
by bridging oxygen.39 Accordingly, the strength of this transition
Fig. 9 Nyquist plot (a) and DRT spectra (b) of select impedance spectra c
�0.8 atm UHP Ar.

2428 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 2421–2433
is related to the alignment of neighboring coordination
units.33,37,38 Fig. 7 shows that the position (open symbols) of
peaks A (a) and 1 (b) increases in energy slightly while the
integrated area (closed symbols) of both peaks decreases
between 5 and 10 minutes before leveling off. The intensity of
the quadrupolar transition is closely related to the symmetry of
individual Fe and Ti coordination units.30–36,38 The extensive
similarities between the Ti and Fe edges conrms Fe is fully
substituted onto the perovskite B-site.

To quantify the Fe oxidation state in the annealed samples,
the XANES spectra for three reference iron oxides with known
oxidation state (FeO (Fe2+), Fe3O4 (Fe2+/3+), and Fe2O3 (Fe3+))
were measured, showing a linear dependence of the oxidation
state on edge position (Fig. 8). The linear trend was
interpolated/extrapolated, and the average oxidation state for Fe
in each annealed sample was calculated from their edge posi-
tion. Fig. 8 shows that the Fe oxidation state of the annealed
sample increases from �2.9 as deposited to �3.2 aer 10
minutes of annealing, aer which it remains relatively constant.

Fig. 9a shows select impedance spectra collected along
a 400 �C isothermal hold during in situ crystallization of
amorphous-grown STF35 thin lms, showing the large decrease
in resistance as the annealing time increases. The resistance of
each arc, extracted from the equivalent circuit tting, and
sample geometry was used to calculate the conductivity. Each
impedance spectrum was also analyzed with a DRT approach
(Fig. 9b). Here, the actual values of the time constants may be
inuenced by the parallel capacitance of the substrate as well as
by the intrinsic resistive and capacitive lm properties. None-
theless, since the capacitive substrate contribution remains
constant, both the distribution and evolution of the relaxation
times provide meaningful insight into the lm transport
behavior during crystallization. At 5 minutes of annealing, there
is a peak around �1 � 10�4 s and a very broad, asymmetric tail
toward longer relaxation times. This spectrum indicates a range
of relaxation times on the slower side, suggestive of widely
varying inhomogeneous local transport, with much less varia-
tion on the faster side where the peak drops offmore sharply. As
the annealing time increases to 10 minutes, the primary relax-
ation peak shis to shorter (faster) relaxation times, the
ollected during in situ crystallization at 400 �C in�0.2 atm UHP O2 and

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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Fig. 10 Plot of conductivity over the full annealing period (a) and over the first hour (b) at 400 �C in �0.2 atm UHP O2 and �0.8 atm UHP Ar;
dashed line shows the conductivity and conservative uncertainty estimate (shaded blue) of a crystalline-grown STF35 thin film26 under the same
conditions.
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magnitude of the peak decreases, and the tail becomes less
prominent. As crystallization progresses, the distribution of
time constants becomes narrower. Fig. 10 shows the evolution
of the in-plane conductivity during the in situ crystallization of
an amorphous-grown STF35 thin lm at 400 �C. As the
annealing time increases, the conductivity increases by over two
orders of magnitude and gradually plateaus over 48 h, shown in
Fig. 10a. Over the rst 60 minutes of the anneal, as seen in
Fig. 10b, there is a rapid increase in conductivity with a signi-
cant decrease in slope between 10 to 20 minutes. Aer 48 h, the
conductivity of the in situ-crystallized lm reaches that of
a grown-crystalline lm on a (0001)-oriented sapphire substrate
measured at the same temperature and gas atmosphere,26

shown as a dashed line in Fig. 10.
To relate the conductivity to the degree of crystallinity, the

crystalline volume-percent (vol%) was calculated from the ratio
of the integrated peak area to the total area27 from the
background-subtracted XRD patterns for each sample (Fig. 11).
There are two distinct regions where the dependence of the
conductivity on the degree of crystallinity differs. There is an
Fig. 11 Plot of the logarithmic in-plane total conductivity at 400 �C in
�0.2 atm UHP O2 and �0.8 atm UHP Ar as a function of crystalline
volume percent of crystallizing STF35 thin films. The conductivity of
a crystalline-grown STF35 thin film, from ref. 26, measured under the
same conditions is marked by the dashed line.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
initial increase in conductivity occurring between 1% and 18%
crystalline, or between 5 and 10 minutes of annealing. The
second large jump in conductivity occurs between 37% and 60%
crystalline, where the conductivity of the crystallizing lm rea-
ches that of a fully crystalline STF35 thin lm on a (0001)
oriented sapphire substrate measured under the same
conditions.26
4. Discussion

From these results, three main observations are presented.
First, oxidation occurs with crystallization, seen from XAS
measurements at the Fe K-edge. As STF35 crystallizes, the Fe
edge position shis to higher energies, indicating an increase in
Fe oxidation state (Fig. 8). Films annealed over 10 minutes have
begun to crystallize (Fig. 1) and have a higher Fe oxidation state
compared to amorphous lms. This is consistent with previous
results18 showing an increase in optical absorption, which is
linearly proportional to oxygen content in crystalline lms,25

between amorphous and crystallized STF35 thin lms,
providing further evidence that crystallization occurs with
oxygen incorporation. Moreover, these prior results showed that
the lms' ability to demonstrably exchange oxygen with the gas
phase initiates with crystallization; therefore, we expect here
also that the oxidation takes place with oxygen incorporation
from the gas phase rather than from the solid phase, e.g., by
gettering oxygen inhomogeneously from other regions of the
lm. Despite that expectation, nucleation seems to take place
homogeneously rather than at the lm–gas interface. We note
that this extent of oxidation during post-deposition annealing is
unique to the amorphous-grown lms during crystallization
and does not take place in lms grown crystalline at higher
temperatures under the same PLD chamber oxygen partial
pressure. From chemo-mechanical considerations, this result is
not surprising. In MIECs, oxidation and contraction (or reduc-
tion and expansion) tend to be coupled. It is therefore consis-
tent that contraction taking place during crystallization would
favor oxidation, and that the lower densities of the amorphous
lms would correspond to a more reduced state initially.
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 2421–2433 | 2429
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Second, chemical changes from oxidation and crystallization
drive the multi-scale structural changes in the lm, ultimately
leading to hierarchical nanostructures. As noted above, as Fe
oxidizes, a local contraction is expected, as effective ionic radius
generally decreases in the order Fe2+ > Fe3+ > Fe4+ (with small
variations due to spin state);40 in crystalline STF, oxidation leads
to a smaller lattice parameter.41 Aside from the XAS edge posi-
tion, the pre-edge features provide additional insight into the
cation coordination environment. For Fe and Ti, the relatively
low intensity pre-edge peaks A and 1 (Fig. 6c and d) have been
attributed to weak electronic quadrupole (1s/ 3d) transitions.
More than one peak in this region has been reported32,33,42 in the
literature due to the crystal eld splitting of the 3d orbital
energy levels, but the energy resolution of our measurements is
too large to resolve separate peaks. Due to selection rules, this
transition is completely forbidden when the absorber site
symmetry is Oh (full octahedral coordination). However, when
inversion symmetry is broken by polyhedral distortions, there is
3d–4p orbital mixing and the quadrupole transition becomes
partially allowed, resulting in low intensity peaks in the pre-
edge region.30–36,38 Thus, the decrease in intensity, or inte-
grated area, of peaks A and 1 (Fig. 7) observed with increasing
crystallinity indicates an increase in symmetry of individual B-
site cation coordination units. At the same time, Fe4+ is asso-
ciated with symmetry-breaking Jahn–Teller distortions of the
octahedra.43 These lingering distortions prevent the achieve-
ment of perfect symmetry and are evidenced in the non-zero
peak A and 1 peak intensity even aer long annealing times.

The position of peaks A and 1 has also been empirically related
to the average coordination number for both Fe and Ti36,44 through
the extensive use of standards. The increase in position of peaks A
and 1 (Fig. 7) then suggests an increase in Fe and Ti coordination
number with increasing crystallinity, which is consistent with
oxidation occurring with crystallization via oxygen incorporation
from the gas phase to the lattice. Though the use of only one pre-
edge parameter (position or integrated area) is not sufficient to
quantify the coordination number,36 the trend of increasing
coordination number with increasing peak position still stands.
Fig. 12 Schematic representation of the effect of the Fe–O–Fe bond ang
in position of the bridging oxygen.

2430 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 2421–2433
Features B and 2 are characteristic of dipolar transitions and
can arise from metal–metal interactions that are mediated by
oxygen bridging.32,33,36 The intensity of this non-local contribu-
tion is primarily inuenced by the degree of covalency and thus
by B–O–B bond angle,45 which affects the degree of orbital
overlap between the B-site cation 3d and O-2p orbital, as illus-
trated in Fig. 12.33 This feature is absent at both Fe and Ti K-
edges for the as-deposited and 5 minute-annealed sample,
implying a deviation of the B–O–B bond angle from the ideal
180�. Aer annealing for 10 minutes, these features appear and
become slightly more pronounced, providing evidence of
increased structural ordering among neighboring B-site poly-
hedra with crystallization. Increased distortions in the B-site
polyhedra from rigid octahedral rotations have been associ-
ated with a decrease in the lattice parameter,46 so the observed
increase in alignment of neighboring polyhedra, or decrease in
distortions, with crystallization could result in an expansion of
the lattice. However, other distortions, such as changes in B–O
bond length45,46 or polyhedral connectivity,47,48 can occur along
with the polyhedral rotations. This, along with the change in
coordination environment from oxidation,49,50 convolutes the
origin of crystallization-induced strain and results in complex
structural changes. In Fig. 1b, an initial decrease in (110)
diffraction peak position up to 30 minutes of annealing, fol-
lowed by an increase of the (110) peak position, is observed.
This trend indicates an expansion and subsequent contraction
of the (110) lattice parameter of crystalline regions in the lm,
reecting the complexity of the induced strains. Similar
behavior has been reported by Lubomirsky et al.48 in crystal-
lizing BaTiO3 thin lms, and a model is suggested. In that work,
it was concluded that upon heating (and thus crystallization),
edge-to-edge and face-to-face connections of TiO6 polyhedra are
severed and reconnected as corner-sharing connections. This
severing of the non-corner-sharing octahedra requires a volume
increase, explaining the initial expansion, and the reconnection
at the corners results in a volume decrease. This model assumes
that the B-site cation remains fully octahedrally coordinated
during the transformation, however, which is not observed in
le on theO 2p and Fe 3d orbital overlap. The arrow indicates the change

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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the STF35 thin lms investigated in this work. Further, the low
initial density of amorphous lms that we have observed by X-ray
reectivity (not shown) seems inconsistent with high density
packing arrangements like face- and edge-sharing polyhedra.
Nonetheless, the possibility of evolving polyhedral connectivity
cannot be eliminated. We note other researchers12,51 have also
described oxide crystallization solely in terms of rearranging poly-
hedral connectivity rather than in a change in coordination
number or in shape of the polyhedra themselves. Our results are
inconsistent with that description and suggest an important role of
changing coordination symmetry and alignment. It is yet to be seen
whether such effects are unique to mixed conductors undergoing
oxidation, though we note one similar result to ours in the case of
crystallizing transparent oxide semiconductors.47,50 Other possibil-
ities for the crystalline region expansion then contraction are
redistribution of oxygen content among the crystalline vs. amor-
phous regions of the lm as crystallization progresses, or tempo-
rary tensile strains imposed on crystallites as the surrounding
amorphous matrix contracts during crystallization.

The presence of the crystallization- and oxidation-induced
strain is directly evidenced by the changes in microstructure
observed in the electron micrographs (Fig. 2–5). With the onset
of crystallization, regularly distributed, isolated pores with an
average size of 13 nm appear through the bulk of the annealed
STF35 lms along with a wide range of crystallite sizes, ranging
from 11 to 96 nm. Over time, the average crystallite size
increases, and the largest crystallites extend through the
thickness of the lm from substrate to surface. Additionally, the
pores eventually form chains, seemingly located near large
crystallites. This would suggest that the pore chains arise from
further strain from the growing crystallites, though additional
work is required to fully understand the pore-crystallite spatial
relationship. Pore chain formation could enable eventual
development of open porosity connecting to the lm surface,
which may benet surface exchange kinetics. Nano-porosity has
been observed in other crystallized (amorphous-deposited)
MIEC compositions as well,18,22,23 in some cases with open
porosity aer higher annealing temperatures. Conversely, no
porosity was reported in other crystallized (amorphous-
deposited) systems.20,21 This contrast and the evolution of
pores seen in the present work suggests that the porosity can be
tailored. As noted, the development of open porosity could be
benecial for kchem due to the increase in surface area available
for oxygen incorporation.

Third, these observed chemical and structural changes from
crystallization have implications for the point defect chemistry
and electrical behavior. Though the conductivity of the amor-
phous structure is quite low, as previously reported with other
compositions,20,21 the over two-orders-of-magnitude increase in
conductivity (Fig. 10) can be explained with the previously
observed changes in relation to the hole concentration, hole
mobility, and microstructure. Crystalline STF35 is a strongly p-
type system under oxidizing conditions, and the electronic
conduction occurs through the directional O-2p and Fe-3d
orbitals,14 which are partially covalent.25,52 Oxidation produces
four holes per oxygen molecule incorporated, which contributes
to the increase in hole concentration, according to eqn (2):
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
1

2
O2ðgÞ þ v

��

O/O�
O þ 2h

�
(2)

Again, these holes are located in the vicinity of Fe but with
some charge sharing with O possible. The increase in symmetry
and alignment of B-site coordination units, discussed above,
helps to increase the O-2p and Fe-3d orbital overlap, resulting in
an increase in hole mobility. However, according to the XAS
results, both the increase in hole concentration and mobility
occur relatively early on in the crystallization process, most
likely tied to the rst increase in conductivity between 3% and
20% crystalline (Fig. 11). There is no signicant change in
polyhedra symmetry or alignment in the later stages of crys-
tallization, indicating that the second increase in conductivity is
likely not linked to any further increase in the average covalency
of the Fe–O bond. Instead, the second increase in conductivity
between 40% and 60% crystalline may be due to microstruc-
tural changes, such as the percolation of crystalline grains
around 50% crystalline volume fraction. It is possible that grain
boundaries play a role, given the small crystallite size and
random orientation of crystallites. Grain boundaries in bulk,
crystalline, oxidized STF35 are non-blocking to holes,53 but they
are blocking in STF with dilute Fe; this difference is attributed
to modication of grain boundary space charge layers
depending on background hole concentration. Since hole
concentration increases relatively early on in the process, we
expect grain boundaries to not be signicantly blocking in later
stages of crystallization. Further microstructural interpretation
may be drawn from the DRT analysis (Fig. 9). At 5 minutes of
annealing, the broad tail toward slower (longer) relaxations
would be somewhat consistent with the presence of blocking
grain boundaries prior to full oxidation. However, the shape of
a gradually diminishing tail rather than a distinct shoulder is
suggestive of very inhomogeneous local transport and a wide
distribution of local structures underlying this inhomogeneity.
The sharper cutoff on the faster (shorter) relaxation time side
suggests that the fast process corresponds to oxidized and well
aligned crystalline regions while the slower processes corre-
spond to the wide variety of more reduced, disordered amor-
phous congurations, possibly also including grain boundaries.
This interpretation is consistent with the gradual disappear-
ance of this tail as annealing and crystallization progress,
leading to a narrower distribution of time constants expected
frommore homogeneous crystalline regions, diminishing grain
boundary volume fraction, and decrease of grain boundary
blocking behavior as oxidation proceeds. Overall, we see
evidence for three synergistic contributions to the evolving in-
plane conductivity during crystallization: hole concentration,
hole mobility, and microstructure.

Our observations of an orders-of-magnitude increase in
electronic conductivity can help to explain the dramatic
increases in surface exchange coefficients observed in previous
work between amorphous and just-crystallized STF35 thin
lms. In crystalline STF35, the availability of mobile oxygen
vacancies,54 the covalency of the Fe–O bond at the surface55, and
the ability to transfer charge across the surface54 have been
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 2421–2433 | 2431
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suggested to inuence surface oxygen exchange kinetics. As we
have observed the lms to oxidize during crystallization in this
work, the oxygen deciency decreases with crystallinity, so we
do not expect the availability of mobile oxygen vacancies to play
a large role in increasing kchem vs. amorphous samples. On the
other hand, we have not yet directly measured oxygen mobility
as a function of crystallinity. We have surmised an increased
covalency of the Fe–O bond from the observed increasing
alignment of neighboring B-site polyhedra during crystalliza-
tion. Our measurements were not strictly surface sensitive, but
it seems possible that the enhanced oxygen exchange kinetics
for in situ-crystallized vs. amorphous STF may be assisted by the
increased covalency of the Fe–O network. Finally, given the very
dramatic onset of rapid surface oxygen exchange during crys-
tallization observed in prior studies, we suggest that the orders-
of-magnitude increase in (predominantly electronic) conduc-
tivity seen in the present work provides the best explanation for
the differences in kchem. We have explicitly shown that both the
hole concentration and mobility dramatically increase during
crystallization, likely boosting the ability to transfer charge at
the surface during oxygen exchange. Thus this work helps to
explain the differences in kchem for semi-crystalline vs. amor-
phous lms. Explaining the other comparison of kchem, between
semi-crystalline (low-temperature-processed) vs. crystalline-
grown (high-temperature processed) materials, is beyond the
scope of the present work, but based on prior studies18,23 we
think the differences in surface chemistry may predominate
there; low-temperature-processed mixed conductors lack the
same degree of deleterious A-site cation surface segregation.

5. Summary and conclusion

Amorphous STF35 thin lms were grown on (0001) oriented
Al2O3 substrates. For the ex situ structural characterization, the
amorphous lms were annealed for a series of times along an
isothermal hold to obtain lms with varying degrees of crys-
tallinity. The degree of crystallinity was quantied using
background-subtracted XRD measurements. The microstruc-
ture was imaged using bright-eld TEM, HAADF STEM, and
EDS mapping, and the local cation environment was evaluated
using XAS. The conductivity evolution was monitored in situ
using a.c. impedance spectroscopy. From these results, three
key ndings are presented. First, crystallization occurs with
oxidation. There is a rapid increase in Fe oxidation state during
annealing of amorphous lms as they crystallize. Second, the
chemical changes from oxidation and the onset of crystalliza-
tion facilitate the structural rearrangement on the nano and
micro scales. As the lms oxidize and crystallize, the B-site
cation coordination number increases, the coordination units
become more symmetric, and neighboring coordination units
become better aligned. The resulting eventual contraction of
the solid phase gives rise to hierarchical nanostructures with
pores, and the arrangement/connectivity of pores and crystal-
lites evolves during annealing. Last, the chemo-mechanically
driven structural evolution and underlying point defect
concentration changes have signicant implications for the
conductivity. Oxidation leads to an increase in hole
2432 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 2421–2433
concentration; the associated increased symmetry and align-
ment of coordination units increases the hole mobility through
O-2p/Fe-3d orbital overlap; and resulting porosity and grain
growth inuences connectivity of crystalline grains. The
combination of oxidation and dynamic nano-structuring from
crystallization in STF35 thin lms may help to explain the
emergence of rapid oxygen surface exchange kinetics during
crystallization seen in previous work.18,23 Given the resulting
high electronic conductivity, low-temperature processing
leading to semi-crystalline hierarchical MIECs exhibits signi-
cant promise for developing high performance MIECs for low-
to-intermediate temperature applications.
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